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 NGC 3372, the Eta Carinae Nebula, from the SLOOH 35cm telescope. Five minute exposure processed in FilterStorm.
Image by Franklin Loehde, 2016-03-18.
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RASC Edmonton Centre Contact Information see also http://edmontonrasc.com/contact/

Mailing address RASC Edmonton Centre On the web http://edmontonrasc.com
788, 10301 104 St. http://www.facebook.com
Edmonton, AB, T5J 1B9 https://twitter.com/EdmontonRASC
Canada http://www.youtube.com/user/edmontonrasc

Observing Deck 780-452-9100 x2249

Stardust  submissions:  Submit  articles  by  email  to  the  editor  (see above).  Please  include  the word  Stardust in  the  subject.
Submission deadline is the 2nd Sunday before the monthly meeting; see following page for dates. Any standard document format is
acceptable (MSOffice, OpenOffice, LibreOffice, et al.) but plain text is preferred. Do not try to layout and format your article; your
labour will only be discarded. Graphics may be submitted as separate files, and clearly identified; indicate captions and references to
them within the text. Do not consider your article successfully submitted until you receive a confirmation email from the editor.
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Upcoming Events, Meetings, and Deadlines

Regular Meetings are held monthly (see below) from September
to June at 7:30pm in T  ELUS   World of Science, 11211 – 142 St.

Admission is free, and everyone is welcome to attend, member 
or not. Follow the signs from the main entrance.

Observers meetings are held monthly (see below) at Boston 
Pizza in The Mayfield Common, NE of intersection of 170 
Street and Stony Plain Road. Contact the observing_group @ 
edmontonrasc.com for details.

Council meetings are held monthly (see below) from September 
to May at 7:15 in room 1-033 of the CCIS  *   Building on the U of 
A campus. Any RASC Edmonton member may attend.

* Centennial Centre for Interdisciplinary Science

MEETINGS 2016

* indicates date bumped by statutory holiday
** indicates date bumped because of speaker

Edmonton Area Astronomy Discussions: astro@mailman. srv. ualberta. ca
To subscribe, send a blank email to: astro-request@mailman. srv. ualberta. ca 
with the subject line: subscribe

The above mailing list is completely independent and is not associated with RASC Edmonton Centre in any way. 

NOTE: JUNE MEETING DATE CHANGED

Please note that the date of the June 2016 regular meeting has changed, from June 11 to June 6. This meeting is a week earlier than
usual so that members may attend the public talk by Jocelyn Bell Burnell on June 13. See the President's Report for details.
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Reflections at a glance: Glancing Reflections by Alister Ling

Serendipity always rewards the prepared. - Katori Hall

What people call serendipity sometimes is just having your eyes open. - Jose Manuel Barroso

Up until October 27, 2015, I was focused on 3-D timelapses
and capturing a Moon above a building reflecting the Sun (from

2008), a 180 degree alignment:

Fast forward to October 27, 2015: Luca Vanzella and I were
at Riverside Drive capturing a 3-D time-lapse of the Moon after
dark when one of us suddenly noticed that the ICE building on
the University  of  Alberta  campus was oddly lit  up.  The extra

detail provided by binoculars revealed that  the source was the
rising Moon reflecting off the windows! Luca used his phone to
capture the moment:

For all the reflections we had done and were planning, they
were always "back at us" and with two celestial bodies. Here,
serendipity opened up a door we hadn't realized was even there -
a simultaneous rise and reflection of one object. A month later we
joined forces again to catch the near repeat event, then tastefully
assembled  by  Luca  into  a  short  movie:
https://youtu.be/PGDH8m-5QYY

It  didn't  take  long before  we created  a  bunch of  ideas  to
challenge ourselves and the technology. With a separation of 40
degrees between the Moon and its reflection, the view has to be
wide to get them both, and consequently, the size of the Moon in
the frame  is  quite  small  and  featureless.  Here's  a  frame from
Luca's movie showing that we tackled that issue by presenting
two side-by-side images at a reasonable scale. 
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However, it gives me a bit of disjointed sensation; it would
sure be nice to get a large image of the Moon and its reflection in
a single frame. This is what cloudy nights are for, to give you

time to figure things out.  The fundamental  requirement  comes
down to having a glancing angle reflection:

At 70mm focal length, the Moon has a reasonable amount of
detail and the horizontal field of view with a less than full-size
sensor  is  about  14  degrees.  This  means  that  the  angle  to  the
window needs  to  be  half  that  or  7  degrees  (less  for  a  larger
Moon). Thus followed an intense bout of identifying, for each of
our viewing sites, which buildings had just barely visible north or
south faces and a clean line of sight to the Moon beyond it. The
window of opportunity is relatively narrow, because the sky has
to be relatively dark and the air decently transparent. It turns out
that the Moon can be Third Quarter (a midnight-ish rise) and still
produce a reflection, albeit it's not visually prominent. 

Good  alignments  for  Edmonton  tend  to  happen  at  the

equinoxes  because  most  Edmonton  buildings  have  windows
facing only a few degrees off E-W or N-S, meaning I had to wait
until spring. The geometry taken care of, I next had to get lucky
with the  weather  on  very  particular  mornings and  evenings.  I
jumped (well,  oozed)  out  of  bed  at  4:45am for  a  moonset  on
April  19th.  It  was  going  to  be  dicey  because  we  were
experiencing  Chinook  conditions  with  a  cloud  arch  reaching
westward to Hinton - I worried the Moon might not pop out in
the lowest degree of sky, fighting the desire of my body to stay in
bed.  I  heeded  the  words  of  Scotsman  Robbie  Burns  who  is
rumoured to have said "Tis nah a braw bricht moonlit morn if ya
dinna git yer bum aboot".
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Aye, he was right. Note that window installers for Epcor did
such a good job that you can even see the band of cloud crossing
the  Moon's  face  in  the  reflection.  This  situation  shows an  11
degree separation. 

Serendipity  struck  the  very  next  morning,  when  I  was

aiming for a time-lapse of a reflected sunrise shortly following a
moonset from Forest Heights. To my delight, as the Moon was
about to disappear behind the Scotia Bank building, its reflection
showed up on the TD Bank at right:
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...which puts them a mere 5 degrees  apart.  That's  going to be
tough to beat,  but there are a handful of new tall  buildings in
Edmonton under construction, all with glass faces - I just need

their  orientation  and  my  viewpoints  to  be  lined  up  within  4
degrees or less. That will require luck, not serendipity.

Gallery

Tom Owen took a series of images featuring the Moon – Aldebaran occultation, 2016-04-10. All just single captures, taken with a 6" 
SCT on a CG5 Mount, using a Mallincam Universe with a .5 focal reducer. Exposures were 4 milliseconds.
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Messier 66 (centre) and Messier 65 (upper right). Five 10 minute exposures, three RGB, two H alpha. Stacked and processed in 
FilterStorm. Image by Franklin Loehde and SLOOH, 2016-03-15.
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President's Report by Luca Vanzella

Our May 9  meeting  features  Craig  Heinke speaking  on
"Globular Clusters and Their Weird Binary Stars". As the Transit
of Mercury will have occurred earlier in the day, perhaps some
images will show up in Massimo's Astroimaging Corner.

Astronomy Day On May 14, RASC presents Astronomy
Day at the RASC Observatory at TELUS World of Science. If
you want to host side walk astronomy on May 14, or the evening
before on May 13, let me know at president@edmontonrasc.com
and we will advertise it on the website.

http://edmontonrasc.com/2016/05/astronomy-day-may-14-2016/

Astro Café After a brief hiatus, Astro Café is back on May
18 with a session on Astrophotography Software,  presented by
Alister Ling and Sir Franklin Loehde. The Café will take place
at the UAlberta Observatory. See the website for details.

http://edmontonrasc.com/2016/05/astro-cafe-may-18-2016-astrop
hotography-software/

I am working on a calendar of Astro Cafés for the remainder of
the year. Stay tuned.

The June 6 meeting is a Member’s Night.

http://edmontonrasc.com/2016/06/rasc-regular-meeting-june-6-2
016-members-night/

Note that the June 6 meeting is a week earlier than usual, to
accommodate  members  that  wish  to  attend  the  public  talk  by
Jocelyn Bell Burnell   on June 13, entitled "Transient astronomy -
bursts, bangs and things that go bump in the night". Full details
will be posted on the website when they are known.

QEP Update The design phase of the project to renovate
the Queen Elizabeth Planetarium is under way with design firm
Architecture  |  Tkalcic  Bengert.  Both  TWOSE  and  RASC  are
providing input to the design of the interior spaces. The architect
is sensitive to the need to preserve the building's astronomical
and architectural heritage balanced with how to create a usable,

facility that meets today's building requirements. The renovated
QEP will  be  a  multi-purpose  facility  shared  between  TWOSE
and RASC.  The  primary  usages  envisioned  are:  programming
that  takes  advantage  of  the  QEP's  natural  setting,  astronomy
programming  delivered  by  RASC,  and  facility  rentals  for
functions up to 60 people. It  is expected that the QEP will be
re-opened in 2018.

The  Centre  executive  and  TWOSE  management  met  on
April 18 and again on May 4 to discuss how RASC and TWOSE
will  collaborate  on  sharing  and  programming  the  QEP. Both
parties  are  eager  and  look  forward  to  an  ongoing,  fruitful
collaboration. The QEP Committee, chaired by Ross Sinclair, is
now  developing  ideas  for  astronomical  programming  of  the
facility.

Council Positions We need a new Social Director. If you
want  to  munch  on  cookies  and  juice  at  the  breaks  in  our
meetings,  the please consider  volunteering for this position, If
you are interested, please contact me at

 president@edmontonrasc.com

Did I mention that the position comes with a budget?

Anyone  interested  in  furthering  the  cause  of  Dark  Sky
Preserves is  invited  to  talk  to  our  current  DSP Coordinator,
Sherrilyn Jahrig, as she hopes to step away from the position
later this year. Sherrilyn can be contacted at

 dsp.coordinator@edmontonrasc.com

Administrative  Note The  2016  budget  and  all  meeting
minutes  are  stored  on  the  Centre's  OneDrive.  If  any  member
wishes to view these documents, please send an email to 

executive@edmontonrasc.com 

for a link to the folder.

Clear Skies.
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